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Simple to Be Safe

We want to make it Simple to Be Safe. 

Maersk Drilling truly wants to bring our people Out Of 
Harm’s Way. We are challenging the way we work with 
safety, not only as a priority but as a commitment. 

This starts with asking our frontline 
colleagues what they need to stay 
safe and efficient. We are thinking 
out of the box for ways to eliminate 
risk. Nobody should ever be in doubt 
as to how to perform a task safely. 

We are removing complexity and 
reducing administration so we have 
more time for safety conversations. 
We are innovating new solutions 
to digitise and make our work 
processes more visible. 
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12. Dimensions
Get an overview of the rig’s 
dimensions and storage.

6. Strategy
Every hour spent on a well counts.  
We aim to make drilling smarter.

16. Equipment
Fully equipped to deliver safe  
and efficient operations.

10. Experience
Strong experience is vital to  
enable efficient operations.

22. Rig drawings
See the full picture with a top  
and side view of the rig.

8. Rig capabilities
A rig’s capabilities drive successful 
operations for our clients.
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4. Introduction
A committed workforce of on-  
and offshore professionals.
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Delivering operational 
excellence with innovation

We are a leader in the harsh environment sector and have a strong 
track record in deepwater drilling. Our fleet is one of the youngest 
and most advanced in the industry, comprising advanced drillships, 
deepwater semi-submersibles and high-end jack-up rigs. 

For over 40 years, we’ve been working closely with our customers to 
deliver safe and efficient drilling campaigns. Our highly skilled and 
committed workforce of on- and offshore professionals is recognised 
for their technical skills, operational excellence and for solving 
complex problems. 

Today, we’re increasingly providing third-party services and partnering 
with our customers on innovative technologies and new commercial 
models. Together, we’re reducing the complexity, cost, and risk of 
drilling campaigns to improve the competitiveness of offshore oil  
and gas for our customers.

Jørn Madsen
CEO, Maersk Drilling

Maersk Drilling provides offshore drilling 
services to oil companies in major oil 
basins around the world. 
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Smarter Drilling  
for Better Value

6
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Smarter Drilling for Better Value is 
Maersk Drilling’s response to this.  
It combines innovative technologies 
with new commercial models to 
reduce waste and inefficiency 
across all the activities delivered  
on a well.

We provide solutions that plan, 
orchestrate and integrate the 
services involved in a drilling 
campaign. By improving co-
ordination and simplifying 

interfaces across the supply chain, 
we aim to reduce overall NPT, 
increase efficiency and improve 
safety for our customers.

We’re also building new types of 
alliances with our customers that 
take a longer-term time horizon, 
align incentives and create value 
for the partners. Together, we’re 
lowering the cost per barrel and 
improving the competitiveness  
of offshore oil and gas.

Offshore oil and gas is in a race to produce the  
most competitive barrel of oil. With dozens of  
different suppliers and multiple interfaces 
involved, the process of delivering a well safely,  
on time and within budget has become more 
complex for operators than it needs to be. 

Non-productive time (NPT) 
is often 20–25% across all 

suppliers on a well

20–25% 
NPT

It can take over 60 suppliers 
and 6,000 invoices to drill 

an offshore well

60+ 
suppliers

Every hour spent on a well counts –  
there’s a lot to play for

Our joint challenge:
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It has received a number of 
upgrades during its lifetime,  
most significantly relating to HPHT 
operations, the execution of subsea 
wells with HP Riser and modernising 
the Drilling Control System. 

Mærsk Gallant has a solid  
reputation as a rig capable of 
successfully drilling HPHT and  
Ultra HPHT wells. Of the many  
wells successfully drilled, Solaris,  
which required 20K well control,  

is one of them. During 2017,  
the rig was upgraded with a 
horizontal tensioning system to 
enable deployment and subsea 
operations through HP riser.

Along with these significant 
capabilities, the rig has been  
brought up to date with a new 
Drilling Control System and has 
automated pipe handling, reducing 
the need for red zone access during 
routine operations.

The Mærsk Gallant ultra harsh environment 
jack-up rig is an MSC CJ62-120S and is designed 
for year-round operation in the North Sea.
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Main

features

680MT (1,500 kips) hook 
load below Top Drive

Capable for  
HPHT operations

680MT

2 x 50MT 
1 x 25.9MT  
deck cranes

36MT  
Texas Deck

Maximum operating water 
depth of 122m (400ft)

15,000psi BOP  
with 3 rams + 10,000psi 
annular (equipped with 

additional ram for HPHT 
when required)

122m POB
120

Equipped  
to handle

HP  
Riser

15kpsi

Maximum drilling depth 
7,600m (25,000ft)

3 x 7,500psi Triplex  
mud pumps

Dedicated third-party 
installation stations

Upgraded to apply  
drilling control system

7,600m

Third-party

3,556MT (7,112 k/lbs) 
variable load

4 x 100MT conductor 
tensioner system

19.3m x 9.2m (63ft x 30ft) 
drilling envelope

5,035bbls liquid  
mud capacity

4x100MT

5,035bbls

Norsok  
Compliant
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Gallant drills to record depths on  
Norwegian shelf

In the Solaris project for Total E&P, 

Mærsk Gallant drilled a record-

breaking ultra-high-pressure – 

high-temperature (HPHT) well  

on the Norwegian Continental 

Shelf in 2016. 

The well was drilled to a depth  
of 5,941 metres in TD with a 
downhole temperature of 190°C  
and reservoir pressure above 
16,000psi. This was the deepest, 
hottest and highest-pressure  
well in Norwegian history.

Gallant successfully abandons seven  
subsea wells in the North Sea

The successful plug and abandon 

(P&A) operation at the James  

and Leadon fields in the UK sector  

was driven first and foremost  

by collaboration. 

Lessons learned from previous 
wells were effectively implemented 
and ensured continual 
improvement in the performance 
of the crews. 

One result of the successes was 
the reduction in time taken to rig up 
the horizontal tensioning system, 
reducing the installation time from 
22.75 hours to just 3.5 hours. In 
total over 200 lessons were learned 
during the P&A campaign, and 
the crew was proactive in acting 
on the proposed improvements 
to increase both safety and 
performance.

Experience
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UNITED KINGDOM

NORWAY

DENMARK

Built in: 1993

Countries operated in: Norway United Kingdom Denmark

Customers worked with: ExxonMobil ConocoPhillips Lundin Equinor

Total Maersk Oil Nexen

Operational experience: HPHT MPD Well Testing Completions

H2S P&A High-Pressure Riser
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Main dimensions Imperial Metric

Length overall 257ft 78.2m

Width overall 296ft 90.3m

Hull depth 35.5ft 10.8m

Length of legs 575.1ft 175.29m

Cantilever – max reach aft of stem 63.3ft 19.3m

Transverse (STB/PS) 15.1ft 4.6m

Equivalent spudcan diameter 58.7ft 17.9m

Main dimensions
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Operational capabilities Imperial Metric

Max water depth 394ft 120m

Wind speed 87 knots 45 m/sec

Penetration 16.4ft 5m

Drilling depth 25,000ft 7,620m

Variable load capacity (incl. drilling loads) Imperial Metric

Legs down 3m (location move)  2,605MT

Legs down 13.8m (field move)  3,437MT

Unrestricted (North Sea move)  2,605MT

Variable load (jacking condition)  2,675MT

Maximum design limits
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Storage capabilities Imperial Metric

Liquid mud (active) 5,035bbls 800m³

Base oil storage 1,700bbls 270m³

Environmental design limits

Storage capabilities

Environment limits Imperial Metric

Max wave height 98.4ft 30m

Air gap 100ft 30.5m
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Storage capabilities Imperial Metric

Brine storage (heavy brine accepted e.g. bromide) 1,700bbls 270m³

Drill water 14,045bbls 2,233m³

Portable water 1,880bbls 300m³

Fuel oil 4,240bbls 676m³

Bulk cement 5,652cu-ft 162m³

Bulk barite/bentonite 9,420cu-ft 270m³

Maximum operational variable load 7,112k lbs 3,556MT

Cantilever pipe rack 771,617lbs 350MT

Max cantilever load (combined) 3,996,980lbs 1.813MT

Max hook load 1,500k lbs 680MT

Max setback load 850k lbs 386MT

Sack storage 5,000 sacks 5,000 sacks
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Equipment
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Drill floor

Equipped with a 680MT hoisting system and automated pipe 
handling, Mærsk Gallant is capable of delivering deep wells in a safe 
and efficient manner.

  Varco model TDS-6S with two 
GE 752 DC motors giving 2,200 
HP continuous power and closed 
loop cooling

  Maximum continuous torque 
65,000ft-lbs @ 195 rpm

  Maximum break-out torque: 
85,000ft-lbs

  New apply drilling control system 
with multiple parameter and 
alarm settings. CCTV system 
with several cameras complete 
with pan and tilt function

  Zone management system – 
Software “interlocks” have been 
incorporated in the individual PLC 
controls for each system to avoid 
collision between pipe transfer 
equipment, pipe handling 
machine, foxhole and top drive

  Electronic driller is used (instead 
of the friction brake) as the 
primary means to control block 
speed more precisely, more 
predictably, and with minimum 
mechanical wear. This provides a 
constant drilling state at the bit 
(e.g. constant WOB, block speed), 
which is not achievable with 
manual or other types of  
draw-works braking systems

  The ability to transfer tubulars 
without manual intervention 
minimises exposure of personnel 
to red zone activities

  2,000,000 lbs derrick. The derrick 
has a clear height of 160ft, base 
of 40ft x 40ft, “V” door 63ft high

  NOV PHM-3-i pipe racking 
machine with tubular capacity:  
3½”–9½”

  NOV AR-3000 Hydra-tong Iron 
Roughneck (Integrated in PHM-
3-i): Tubular size range: 3½” –  
9½”. It handles drill pipe, HWDP, 
drill collars and BHA components

  PLS-1 pick-up/lay-down system 
to handle up to 3½” to 20” OD 
tubular

  NOV PDM-2 Pipe deck machine 
that transports tubulars from 
the cantilever pipe deck in a 
horizontal position onto the 
conveyer for the PLS

  Fingerboards to rack 165  
stands of 5” DP, 108 stands of 
6⅝” DP, 14 stds 8¼” DC and 7 
stds 9¾” DC

  Remote-controlled mud bucket
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Well control equipment

Mærsk Gallant has a proven system for drilling and controlling HPHT and Ultra HPHT wells, including  
3 cavity BOP with additional ram for HPHT wells as well as enhanced shearing capabilities for larger  
outer diameter (OD) tubulars. The BOP can be tested offline to reduce critical path NPT.

  Vetco Gray KFDJ 500psi 47” bore 
diverter with 4 outlets, insert 
packers for 10”, 15” and 20” pipe 
and overshot packer for pipe  
up to 30”

  Shaffer NXT 15,000psi 18¾”  
BOP consisting of a 10,000psi 
annular preventer, a 15,000psi 
single ram preventer and a 
15,000psi double ram preventer

  Additional 15,000psi ram and 
control available for HPHT wells

  Shear-ram boosters

  Fully equipped for HPHT drilling

  Various ram sizes ranging  
from 3½” to 9⅝” rated for  
high-temperature (350°F)  
drilling service

  15,000psi hydraulic test stump

  Koomey Unit with 725 gallon 
reservoir and 77 bottles each  
11 gallons charged to 1200psi

   2 x air-powered chain type trolley 
crane systems. 45MT SWL per 
system. Portable remote control. 
Hoisting speed 5.6ft/min
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Fluids system

The system, including barite/bentonite surge tanks, is operated from the mixing control room,  
except the sack slitting unit which is locally controlled. 

System status can be accessed through the LAN network at any of the rig’s VDUs, including mud engineer’s 
office, mud logging unit and company man’s office. An improved working environment is provided by 
enclosed shakers and a vacuum system, greatly reducing the oil mist and vapours.

  3 x Continental Emsco Type:  
FC-2200 triplex pumps boasting 
2,200HP

  Maximum working pressure  
of 7,500psi

  Mud mixing system consisting of:

 •  Jet Venturi mixers, capacity 
1,100 to 1,400gpm

 –  (mud) and 600lbs/min (bulk 
solid), with dust extractors

 –  1 x salt mixing hopper, jet 
Venturi type, capacity 800gpm

 –  1 x slurry re-injection system 
with high-pressure pump,  
diesel-driven and generator  

with back feed from main 
power system

  Automated mud chemical dosing 
system, including:

 •  1 x sack slitting/compressing 
unit with pallet lifting table:  
100 sacks/hr capacity

 •  2 x high-pressure mud shear 
mixers. Working pressure 
1,500psi located at pit 5 & 6

 •  8 x 1.5m3 stainless steel 
containers for dry material

 •   2 x parallel conveyor systems, 
enabling dosing of two pits 
simultaneously

 •  2 x rotating sluice feeders

 •  2 x Procon high-rate mixer 
types, complete with static 
mixers and air diluters

  3 x Cubility mud cubes (FOZ-C)

  1 x Wellco type 5200  
vacuum degasser with  
two centrifugal pumps

  20bbls capacity mud-gas 
separator with 10” vent line

  1 x BEM 600 slurry unit shaker

  6 x mud treatment tanks with  
a total capacity of 305bbls
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Material handling

The Mærsk Gallant has been upgraded in a number of ways to ensure successful 
handling of company related subsea equipment such as Xmas Trees (XMTs).

Three cranes

  Liebherr 2600-50 port forward 
electro-hydraulic crane with 
a 147,6ft boom. Maximum 
capacity main: 50MT and whip:  
15MT. The reach is 48.9m on 
whip and 44m on main

  Liebherr BOS 50/110 starboard 
side electrohydraulic crane with a 
140ft boom. Maximum capacity 
main: 50MT and whip: 8MT.  
The reach is 46m on whip and 
42m on main

  Liebherr BOS 34/950 port side 
aft electro-hydraulic crane with a 
140ft boom. Maximum capacity 
main: 25.9MT and whip: 5MT.  
The reach is 46m on whip and 
42m on main

Texas Deck

  Deck area of 23.45m x 11.50m

  45MT load capacity with a 
uniform distributed load of 
400kg/m2

  36.1MT lateral load capacity  
(30.7MT with 30” pipe)

  4 x hydraulic cylinders. Each 
cylinder has 100MT push and 
pull force capacity

  Texas deck has skidding 
functionality and remote 
operation via hydraulically 
powered cylinders

  Toyota 3MT battery operated 
forklift in sack store
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Power supply

  6 x Caterpillars 3516 DITA, 1650 
HP (1231kW) at 1,200rpm, each 
driving a 1800 kVA (1260kW), 
600V 60Hz, 3-phase AC 
generator, complete with alarms 
and remote alarm panel

  1800 kVA generator system is 
available as emergency back-up 
power supply

  Zeefax SCR system

Accommodation

  120 POB: 22 single-berth cabins  
and 49 twin-berth cabins with 
shower and toilet in all rooms

  A 21” LCD TV is provided in  
each room

  2 x recreation rooms

  1 x sauna

  2 x work-out rooms/gyms

  All rooms are included in the 
telephone system, which enables 
calls to be connected via Satcom
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The following service stations  
can be provided:

  690 VAC and 440 VAC main  
and emergency power supply

  220/240V, 50Hz power supply

  F&G connection

  PA/GA system connection

  Telephone connection

  PC connection for connection  
to the rig network

  ESD connections as appropriate

  Wireline logging unit and  
tool house

  Mud logging unit

  ROV unit and tool house

  Coiled tubing unit, power unit  
and tool house

  MWD unit

  Well test areas

Third-party service stations

The following service stations are provided:
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Top view

Rig drawings 
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Side view
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DISCLAIMER: The content of this brochure is indicative only and does not constitute a legal specification of any kind.

Head office:
Maersk Drilling
Lyngby Hovedgade 85
2800 Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Telephone: +45 63 36 00 00
www.maerskdrilling.com

Visiting offices:

Denmark
Lyngby Hovedgade 85
2800 Kgs.  
Lyngby
Denmark

Norway
Moseidveien 19
P.O. Box 134 Forus
4065 Stavanger
Norway

Aberdeen
City Wharf
Shiprow
Aberdeen  
AB11 5BY 
United Kingdom

Ghana
2nd Floor, One Airport Square
Plot 21
Airport City
Accra
Ghana

Singapore
200 Cantonment Road
#06-02 Southpoint
Singapore 089763

USA
2500 City West Boulevard
Suite 1850
Houston
Texas 77042
USA

Follow us to learn more 

www.linkedin.com/company/maerskdrilling 

www.facebook.com/maerskdrilling 

www.twitter.com/maerskdrilling 

www.instagram.com/maerskdrilling


